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Like previous Game Modes, Modern Warfare multiplayer is comprised of four new
modes: the new Domination gameplay mode, now with a time limit, is the only
mode where two opposing teams compete to gain control of a series of control

points while their opponents defend and protect those points, in the process aiding
the team with the most captures. Well, over the past two years of additional content
and features the Call of Duty community have been rewarded with this epic game.

With the release of Call of Duty: Black Ops on October 12, it’s safe to say the team’s
hard work has been well worth it. The Call of Duty community will have their hands

on a good portion of Black Ops over the next few weeks. A map package, co-op map
“The Pit” and the iconic reboot of Search and Destroy, Devastation, are among the
confirmed map packs for the game. The Pit will include a complete rework of the
original map, Dante’s Inferno. We know the community will love this new take on

the classic call of duty map. They have just announced a new PC map pack. To add
in Modern Warfareâ€™s intense, online multiplayer action, Treyarch and Activision
are planning to release two new map packs in 2010. This new pack will feature a

new level editor called the X-Ray that will allow players to color paint in
environments including walls, textures, and weapons. From all of us here at the

studio to the Call of Duty fans around the world, we hope you enjoy this substantial
amount of new content. Weâ€™re excited to give you even more options to play

Black Ops in the months ahead, so stay tuned. We wish you all good luck on all your
gameplay.
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On May 5, 2010, the
Second DLC Map Pack was
released for Call of Duty:

Modern Warfare 2. It
includes five more maps;

the Remaining forces from
the Remaining forces from
the first map pack, Saint,
The Gift, Confined, and
Homefront, and the last

three are from Call of Duty
4: Modern Warfare Crab
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Meadow, Savage, and
Falcon. It was released for
Xbox Live users on March
29, 2010, and for PC users
and PlayStation 3 users on
May 5 for the rest of the
world. As the First DLC

Map Pack was released for
Call of Duty: Modern

Warfare 2, a special gift
was given to Xbox Live
and PlayStation 3 users
called the Second DLC

Map Pack. The Xbox Live
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version of the map pack
was given out on March

30, 2010, and the
PlayStation 3 version of
the map pack was given
out on May 5, 2010. The

map pack was released on
June 21, 2010 for the PC.

On June 22, 2010, the
North American

PlayStation 3 version was
released for the Second
DLC Map Pack for Call of
Duty: Modern Warfare 2.
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However, on July 25, 2010,
the European version of

the map pack was
released, and on August
14, 2010, the Australian
PlayStation 3 version of

the map pack was
released. U.S. SOLDIERS

TAKING DOWN
ASTRONAUTS. Call of
Duty: Black Ops offers

more choices for players
to customize their game

experience with a diverse
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suite of additional
customization features

such as the ability to wield
an array of additional

equipment and
consumables, including
melee weapons, new

vehicles, and additional
perks. Call of Duty 4:
Modern Warfare 2.0
features the same

multiplayer and single-
player gameplay of Call of
Duty 4: Modern Warfare,
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and was released on
November 10, 2009, for
the PlayStation 3 and
Xbox 360. 5ec8ef588b
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